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Abstract. Image haze removal using dark channel prior is prone to encountering color distortion in sky and 
brightness region. To solve the problem, we proposed an improved method based on inverse image and dark channel 
prior.  Firstly, we applied inverse image to estimating a new transmission map. The new transmission map can be 
used to modify original transmission map in order to avoid color distortion. Next, fast guider filter was applied to 
refining transmission map. Using the transmission map, we can recover a high quality haze-free image. Experimental 
results showed that the proposed method is feasible, and visibility can be enhanced.  

1 Introduction 
The contrast and visibility of the haze images are all 
decreased, which directly affects the air, water and road 
transport. Thus, simple and effective image haze removal 
algorithm is of great value to improve the robustness of 
the visual system.  

In order to remove haze effect, many methods 
required additional information about the scene, such as 
multiple images captured in different weather conditions 
[1] or polarization angles [2]. Also, Kopf et al. [3] 
employed the depth knowledge of known 3D models for 
haze removal. 

Recently, single image haze removal has made great 
progress. Many single image haze removal algorithms 
have been developed. Tan et al. [4] maximized the 
contrast of a hazy image, assuming that the haze-free 
image has a higher contrast than the hazy image. The 
results are visually compelling but may not be physically 
valid. Fattal et al. [5] decomposed the scene radiance of 
an image into the albedo and the shading, and then 
estimated the scene radiance, assuming that the shading 
and the object depth are locally uncorrelated. It can 
remove haze locally but cannot restore densely hazy 
images. Kim et al. [6] proposed a cost function produced 
by the contrast cost and the information loss cost. By 
optimizing the cost function, the proposed algorithm can 
enhance the contrast and preserve the information 
optimally. 

He et al. [7] proposed a single image haze removal 
based on Dark Channel Prior (DCP). He randomly 
selected about 5000 images for DCP. The algorithm 
produced impressive result; however, the method may 
suffer from a limitation. It is that color distortion will 
appear in bright region (such as sky region). In this paper, 
we proposed an improved method based on [7] to deal 
with this case. 

2 Single image haze removal using dark 
channel prior 
The observed brightness of a hazy image can be modeled 
based on the atmospheric optics [7] via 

I(x)=J(x)t(x)+A(1-t(x))                      (1) 

where, I(x) is the observed haze image, J(x) is the scene 
radiance(Haze-free Image), A is the global atmospheric 
light, and t(x) [0,1] is the medium transmission 
describing the portion of the light that is not scattered and 
reaches the camera. 

He et al. [7] found that the minimum intensity in the 
non-sky patches on haze-free outdoor images should have 
a very low value, which is called dark channel 
prior(DCP). His observation told us that except for the 
sky region, the intensity of dark channel image Jdark is 
low and tends to be zero. According to the DCP, the 
transmission can be estimated simply by: 
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A constant parameter ω(0<ω< 1) was introduced into 
Equation (2) to keep a small amount of haze for the 
distant objects: 
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In the next step, He et al. [7] refined the transmission 
map using soft matting method [8]. For reducing the 
computational complexity, soon he applied guided image 
filter [9] to refine the transmission map. After the 
transmission map is estimated, the scene radiance J(x)
can be recovered according to Equation (1). The 
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transmission tf (x) is restricted by a low bound to, which
means that a small amount of haze is preserved in very
dense haze regions. to is set as 0.1. The final scene
radiance J(x) is recovered by

         J(x)=(I(x)-A)/t(x)+A, tf(x)=max(tf (x),to)        (4) 

In [7], He analyzed about 5000 out-door images. Then, 
He told us that about 75% of the pixels in the dark 
channels have zero values, and the intensities of 90% of 
the pixels are below 25. This statistic gave very strong 
support to DCP. The algorithm can perform very well in 
most cases. Most pixels satisfied DCP. But, for bright 
pixels such as pixels in sky region, the method can not 
perform very well because these pixels cannot satisfy 
DCP. We presented an improved method to solve the 
problem. 

3 Image haze removal based on dark 
channel prior and inverse Image
If there are large-area sky region and brightness object in 
out-door image, color distortion may appear in these 
regions when He’s method [7] is applied, as described in 
Figure 2 under section 4. According to our observations, 
these regions will be brighter than others in most cases, 
and these differences between RGB channels values are 
very small. In general, the pixel values of RGB channels 
may be close to atmospheric light value A. DCP is not 
established in these regions. According to Equation (1), 
we obtained
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where, tactual(x) donates actual transmission value. 
According to Equation (5), if Ic(y) value is close to

atmospheric light value A, the term
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 is not equal to 0.0 but close to 

1.0, and 
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Therefore, tactual(x) is far above tf(x) based on DCP. The 
calculated transmission tf(x) value by Equation (3) is very 
small, and J(x) value by Equation (4) is not accurate. 

If to=0.1 is chosen, max(tf (x), to) may be also very 
small. If Ic(x) value is small to a certain extent, the 
absolute value of (I(x)-A)/max(tf (x), to) will probably be 
amplified to a considerable value. At this time, J(x) value 
will be very small in this channel. If other two RGB 
channel values are bigger than A, color distortion will 
appear.

Jiang et al. [11] added a controllable parameter K in in 
order to adjust the transmission value of each 
pixel .When |I(x)-A| is smaller than K, the pixel may 
belong to brightness region(such as sky). At the time, He 
will multiply the transmission value value tf (x) by 
max(K/|I(x)-A|, 1). The value of K is suggested to be 50
by Jiang. When |I(x)-A| is bigger than K, the transmission 
value is max(tf(x), to). Sun et al. [12] adjusted the 
transmission values based on |I(x)-A|. Wang et al. [13] 

applied sky segmentation based on gradient threshold, 
then set the transmission values in sky region directly 
into a fixed value. Deng et al. [14] separated firstly sky 
region from background image, then applied histogram 
equalization. Kim et al. [6] enhanced visibility and 
contrast by minimizing energy function. to was equal to 
0.3. All of the above algorithms can eliminate color 
distortion in some cases. These algorithms both depend 
on the experience value. But, there are also some 
situation is that they can't deal with it. Besides that, if we 
have to separating sky region from background image, 
this will result in burdensome calculation.

In [15], Ancuti et al. applied semi-inverse image to 
image haze removal. The semi-inverse image can be
obtained by replacing the RGB values of each pixel on a 
per channel basis by the maximum of the initial channel 
value and its inverse. In many cases, the methods can do 
it well. In [6], Kim built cost function by two constraints, 
as described in Equation (6) and Equation (7):
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Equation (7) denoted inverse image can be used to 
haze removal. Kim‘s cost function included two portions. 
Besides Equation (6) and Equation (7), he also added the 
information loss cost. In [16], Tang et al. proposed 
similar constraints to [15]. 

 
Figure 1. The flow chart. 
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The three works [6], [15]-[16] told us that inverse 
image is very useful for haze removal. But, only it can 
not deal with all cases. We presented an improved 
method to overcoming color distortion using inverse 
image. The algorithm can be described as follows:

1) Calculated inverse image of original image, then 
calculated their dark channel images, and applied 
minimum filtering. 

2) Calculated global atmospheric light value 
respectively. 

3) Calculated initial transmission map respectively. 
4) In order to reduce the complexity of calculation, 

we refined the two transmission map by fast guide filter 
[10] respectively. 

5) Determined the maximum between the two 
refined transmission maps. 

6) Recovered free-haze image by Equation (4). 
The flow chart is described as in Figure 1. 

4 Experiment and analysis 
All of these pictures in this paper are from the internet. In 
experiments, we applied minimum filtering, and the patch 
size was set to 9×9. In Equation (3), ω was equal to 0.95. 
The parameters were r = 40, ɛ= 0.001 for the fast guided 
filter [10]. In order to compare these algorithms, we 
didn’t enhance these results after processing. The 
program was written in C++ using Microsoft Visual 2008. 
We installed OpenCV 2.4.1 Library for programming. 
Our CPU was Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-3450 CPU 
@3.10GHz. Computer memory was 8G. Operating 
system was Windows 7. 

 
Figure 2. Comparison with He’s work [7]. From left to right:
Input image, He’s results, our results

We selected the four pictures. All pictures both 
included large-area sky region. In experiments, we 
compared our method with He’s method [7], [10]. These 
results can be shown in Figure 2 and Table 1. According 
to Figure 2, we observed that these samples encountered 
color distortion when there is large-area sky region and 

utilizing He’s method [7], [10]. Only our proposed 
method can deal with color distortion in all cases. 

Table 1. Consuming time. 

Sample
Number

He’s
method by

Guider
filter(ms)

Our
method by

Guider
filter(ms)

Our
method by
Fast
Guider
filter(ms)

Picture
size

(pixels)

1 733 1451 406 690×517
2 172 328 93 320×240
3 359 687 187 500×333
4 515 967 266 585×413

In Table 1, we gave the time consumption comparison 
with He et al. [7], [10]. As can be seen, our approach will 
spend more time if the transmission map was refined by 
guider filtering [9]; but, aided by fast guider filtering [10], 
our approach is much faster than others and may achieve 
the real-time requirement. 

5 Conclusion 
In the paper, we presented an improved method based on 
He’s work [7], [10] to deal with color distortion. The 
method firstly determined the inverse image and 
corresponding dark channel images, and then applied 
minimum filtering. Next, we calculated the transmission 
maps and refined it by the fast guider filter [10]. Then, 
we modified original transmission map based on it. The 
final transmission map can be used to obtain haze-free 
image. In final, we can deal with color distortion and 
enhance the visibility. In future work, we will extend our 
work to real-time video dehazing.
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